
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Monthly Qi 
What’s Happening at Southwest Acupuncture College 

The Monthly Qi is a one-page Shout out devoted to the seasonal energy of the year. 

Contact Sophia Bungay, Director of Admissions and Alumni and share your Qi with us. 
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The Virus and the Violence: The Epidemiology of Contagion and Choice 
Skya Abbate, D. Bioethics, DOM, Executive Director 

 

 

A year to date of unprecedented and unanticipated difficulties, a year of disease and discontent. Whoever 

could have imagined the harm a dead thing, a virus, could inflict upon humanity personally and globally, a 

silent structure of nucleic acid that takes shelter in host cells in the warmth and wetness of the respiratory 

tract, a thing that does not discriminate yet unduly affects the most vulnerable amongst us—the weak and aged 

in nursing homes, young children whose immune systems have not matured, the poor, disenfranchised 

marginal victims of systematic social oppression who do not have good health due to poor nutrition, 

overcrowding, substandard housing, and a dearth of healthcare. A parasite of sorts that lives in its host and 

spreads not by choice but by nature. In some respects, it has turned us inward to reconsider our values, to 

cherish time with family that has long been forfeited, to make us slow down, to work less, to celebrate nature, 

to appreciate life more deeply. We might have been afraid, uncertain, as we heard of the death of over 120,000 

Americans in less than a few months and the global loss of each unique person. We may have suffered in 

personal ways as we were extricated from our cultural institutions but maybe this silent killer was less 

threatening than other problems. Interestingly, in many ways social distancing brought us closer together.  

 

Close behind in its silent wake we also were taken aback by the tragedy of the death of one man who also could 

not breathe at the knee of a violent man who should have kept the peace and protected the life of every person. 

Instead of living superficially in the upper respiratory tract this contagion resides deeper in the body, in the 

heart, pervading every part of existence, deranging the mind, killing the soul, infecting the very life even the 

pandemic could not reach. It is the dead contagion of hate, of discrimination, indifference, of failing to care for 

each other. When it breaks loose there is no social distancing, no memory of the illness still in our midst. What 

the virus does not destroy humans do.   

 

The vaccine will come. So may other pandemics. We might be prepared.  This story will be told for at least a 

few generations; whether the protests will be remembered is not known. There is no vaccine for hate and that 

has been with us longer than Covid-19. It is always with us, eating away at hearts causing silent suffering and 

social unrest. But it has an anecdote that has been with us longer than any contagion, the one that leads to 

peace, one paved with love and we can all choose that for it is our nature and destiny to love. Ultimately, we are 

what we choose. 

 

Oriental medicine tells us that everything is interdependent, interconnected. Both of these contagions are 

manifestations of that truth. Sometimes needles, herbs, tests and school get in the way of the soul of our 

medicine.  This coming fall, in this the 40th anniversary of Southwest Acupuncture College, we are still 

summoned to create a culture of health for all, in all its dimensions. This is our past, present, and future. 

Zhong Shan’s medical teaching reminds us, 

The Physician takes care of people’s life. 

He is placed at the head of the hundred arts and crafts, sitting on equal footing with Premier and Minister. 

It is the art of humanity. 

Those who enter my gate should know that the distress of others is also mine. 

 

 

 


